Treating Patients with Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders
BY RICK ASA
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athy Mitchell’s daughter,
Karli Schrider, is 37 years
old. For both women, it’s
been a long road paved by
alcohol.
Karli was diagnosed with fetal alcohol syndrome (FAS) at age 16, although
she had chronic ear infections (otitis
media) almost from the day she was
born that could have tipped off health
care professionals that something was
amiss. Kathy began the march from
clinic to clinic in search of answers
early in her daughter’s life, only to be
told that Karli had
colic and allergies
but no evidence
of disabilities and
that she would
“grow out” of her
conditions. Karli’s
intellectual and
growth development was delayed, Kathy was told,
because of the ear infections.
At age 9, Karli was “diagnosed”
with cerebral palsy, one of the many
disorders and conditions whose symptoms overlap with those of FAS. She
was always sick, her mother says, and
couldn’t shake it off.
Kathy, a recovering alcoholic, got
sober after another daughter died in
infancy. Sober-living allowed Kathy to
regain her life and even attend college.
As her world expanded, she became
aware of FAS and a special clinic at
Georgetown University, where Karli
finally was diagnosed with FAS.
“She would not have been diagnosed if I hadn’t figured it out, and
that’s so true in so many cases of
FAS,” says Kathy, now the vice
president and spokesperson for the
National Organization on Fetal Alcohol
Syndrome (NOFAS).

Kathy spends at least $3,000 a year
on her daughter’s dental care, which
has included frequent cleanings, many
restorations and crowns, and a lot of
time. She attests to “some traumatic
sessions” with dentists over the years.
Karli had to be sedated beforehand
just to go to a dentist’s office early on,
and her mother believes that Karli was
traumatized at one office in particular. Karli desperately needs the care,
however, because she has lost many
of her teeth to oral disease, partly as
the result of poor hygiene at home.

help patients cope in the dental chair,
there are psychological, emotional,
and financial rewards, says Stephanie
Mihalas, PhD, a child and adolescent psychologist in Los Angeles,
Calif., and an adjunct professor at
Pepperdine University.
“There are many FAS support
groups, and when these groups find
out that a dentist is seeing this population and has behavioral strategies
in place, you can rest assured that
the dentist will receive a plethora of
referrals,” Dr. Mihalas says. “And for
the dentist, even
if the upfront
cost might seem
high, the costto-benefit ratio
is slanted much
more toward the
benefits.”
Jason Grinter,
DDS, director of special patient care
at Illinois Masonic Medical Center in
Chicago, adds, “Families and caregivers of special needs patients appreciate
the special skill that goes into treatment and are more likely to refer their
own non-afflicted family and friends
to the practice.”
But dentists often don’t give
themselves enough credit, Kathy
Mitchell believes, and see the treatment
of FAS patients as being beyond their
ability. “Dentists can make a difference
by just helping FAS patients to feel
okay about themselves or getting the
families to move in the right direction
when it comes to care,” she says. “If I
were a dentist and I suspected a patient
had FAS and the family wasn’t aware,
I would do everything I could to get
the family to seek help, because the
research is very clear that the earlier
the diagnosis, the better the outcome.”

FASD affects an estimated 40,000 infants each
year in the United States—more than spina bifida,
Down syndrome, and muscular dystrophy combined.
But something as physically simple as
brushing one’s teeth every day—and
understanding the importance of it—
can be a daunting challenge for people
with FAS, and Karli is no exception.
Even now, Kathy sometimes tries to
intervene with some well-intentioned
help, but Karli “doesn’t like her mother
putting her toothbrush in her mouth.”
Kathy says that professional oral
care—i.e., “the dentist problem”—is an
oft-discussed issue in FAS circles, yet
she believes that dentists are a critical
part of the health care team for people
with FAS. When parents find a dentist
who is prepared for and sensitized to
children and adults with FAS and its
manifestations, she says, it’s like finding
gold. That dentist has a patient for life.
Although appointments may take
longer for patients with FAS and
can involve gadgets or anticipatory
materials, such as visual aids, that
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One part of a wider spectrum

All types of fetal exposure to alcohol
are increasingly referred to as fetal
alcohol spectrum disorders, or FASD,
which is not a diagnostic term used by
clinicians but an umbrella designation
that encompasses the huge range of
clinical effects that can occur in various
combinations.
In general, those effects fall into
physical, intellectual, and behavioral
categories that stem from damage that
occurs in the womb. The most severe
form of FASD is FAS. Another term,
fetal alcohol effect (FAE), is sometimes
used to differentiate patients who do
not present with a range of typical
facial characteristics tied to alcohol
exposure and have less severe behavioral and neurological issues. FAS is
considered the “tip of the FASD iceberg,” according to the NOFAS. Other
FASD may be more difficult to accurately identify. (See “Finding Common
Ground,” below.)

Alcohol causes neuronal damage and
cell loss in the fetal brain, on which
it acts as a toxin or teratogen. Other
human teratogens of note include
ionizing radiation, lead, polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs), prescription medicine used to treat epileptic seizures,
substances of abuse (e.g., cocaine),
and infectious agents. “Although the
effects of exposure to many of these
compounds are well described, the
mechanisms of action are not,” wrote
the authors of a paper in Northwest
Dentistry (January/February 2004).
“Teratogens differ in their periods of
susceptibility, the duration of exposure
required to cause adverse fetal outcome
and the manifestation of the insult.”
According to these authors (from
the University of Minnesota), current
research is attempting to identify the
specific mechanisms of fetal damage
caused by alcohol exposure, but many
factors have made the search complicated. The authors say that the ways

in which alcohol impacts each fetus
depends on “many variables such as the
timing, frequency, and amount of maternal drinking during pregnancy.” Often,
that level of exposure is not known.
Defects caused by prenatal exposure to alcohol have been identified
in virtually every part of the body,
according to the Substance Abuse &
Mental Health Services Administration
(SAMHSA). Those areas include the
brain, face, eyes, ears, heart, kidneys,
and bones. “No single mechanism
can account for all the problems that
alcohol causes,” the SAMHSA notes.
“Rather, alcohol sets in motion many
processes at different sites in the developing fetus.” Because patients with
FASD can be at high risk for several
types of heart defects, many cases
will require a consult for precautions
against bacterial endocarditis prior
to any dental treatment, says Steven
Perlman, DDS, MScD, founder and
clinical advisor for Special Olympics

FINDING COMMON GROUND
By Kari Fletcher

Use the following tips to ease the treatment experience for the dentist, the
patient, and the patient’s family:
For the Dentist
s ,ISTEN TO WHAT THE PARENT SAYS ABOUT THE CHILD
° Ask for ideas from the parent to help the child.
s "E KIND TO THE CHILDUSE HUMOR AND BE HAPPY
° Make the exam area feel safe.
° Prevent distractions, such as knocks on the door, etc.
° ,ET THE CHILD LOOK AT THE EQUIPMENT
° Provide a play/pretend area.
° ,EARN ABOUT THE CHILDS INTERESTS AND DOCUMENT THEM
s 5SE FULL SPECTRUM LIGHTING
° Consider having a lava lamp in the operatory.
For the Parent
s -AKE APPOINTMENTS DURING THE LESS STIMULATING PART OF THE DAY AND AT A
time when your child is at his or her best.
s #ONSIDER THE LOCATION AND THE ENVIRONMENTmUORESCENT LIGHTS TYPE OF
music played, etc.
s 5SE NOISE BLOCKING HEADPHONES AND CALMING MUSIC
s "RING A PAIR OF SUNGLASSES FOR YOUR CHILD TO HELP AVOID LIGHT GLARE
s 7RITE A NOTE TO THE DENTIST LISTING YOUR CHILDS AREAS OF SENSITIVITY AS
well as the best way for the dentist or his or her staff to handle any
behavioral issues.
s 3EARCH FOR A DENTIST WHO WORKS WITH CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL NEEDS
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Appointment Tips for the Parent and Child
s 6ISIT THE DENTIST ONE OR TWO TIMES BEFORE THE APPOINTMENT TO ALLOW YOUR
child to meet the dentist and his or her staff.
s 4OUR THE CLINIC OR OFlCE DURING ONE OF YOUR PRELIMINARY VISITS TO ALLOW YOUR
child to become familiar with the surroundings.
s "RING AN ITEM THAT WILL COMFORT YOUR CHILD
s !SK THE DENTIST TO MODEL PROCEDURES ON YOU WHILE YOUR CHILD WATCHES ,ET
the child practice sitting in the dental chair.
s %NCOURAGE THE DENTIST TO PRACTICE PROCEDURES ON YOUR CHILD WITHOUT
actually doing them.
s !SK YOUR CHILD ABOUT THE OVERALL VISIT EXPERIENCE
s !T HOME READ SIMPLE BOOKS THAT EXPLAIN GOING TO THE DENTIST DOCTOR
hospital, etc.
s !FTER THE VISIT SIT WITH YOUR CHILD IN THE RECEPTION AREA AND MAKE FOUR
pictures before you leave. Ask your child to draw everything he or she
smells on one page and everything he or she sees, hears, and tastes on
THE OTHER PAGES 4HIS WILL BECOME YOUR CHILDS h'OING TO THE $ENTISTv
BOOK ,AUGH AND ENJOY THE TIME TOGETHER &ILL IN THE DRAWING WITH WORDS
that you want your child to remember from the experience.
s !FTER THE VISIT DO SOMETHING FUN WITH YOUR CHILD $O IT BECAUSE YOUR
child completed the visit; forget about how the child behaved during the
VISIT 4HIS FUN ACTIVITY CAN BE AS SIMPLE AS GOING TO THE STORE FOR A NEW
toothbrush.
Kari Fletcher is the regional resource coordinator, southern Minnesota,
Minnesota Organization on Fetal Alcohol.

Special Smiles® (SOSS) and Boston
University faculty member.
Dr. Perlman acknowledges “considerable disagreement” over the exact
mechanism by which the fetus is
affected, but adds that emerging evidence indicates that the critical period
seems to be gastrulation and mesoderm
formation, “which occurs just a few
weeks after conception when many
women are unaware that they are
pregnant and/or are not cognizant of
consequences to the embryo.”
To date, no “safe or prudent” level
of alcohol consumption during pregnancy exists, meaning that even
one or two drinks can lead to FASD,
says Dr. Perlman. Therefore, says
Kathy Mitchell, expectant mothers
should be counseled that there are
no safe levels of alcohol consumption
during pregnancy.

Prevalence of FASD

Another slippery slope, FASD prevalence, has been the subject of many
educated estimates. One widely referenced estimate for FAS places it at
1.9 per 1,000 live births (nearly 0.2
percent), although some epidemiologists
have placed it as high as one in 650. It
is believed to be the third most common
cause of intellectual disability worldwide and the leading cause of disability
in the Western world. Evidence to date
indicates that FAS occurs in 30–45 percent of infants born to chronic, heavy

This fact sheet by the National Organization on Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (www.nofas.org)
offers information at a glance for medical and dental personnel and their patients.

UNDERSTANDING FASD CHILDREN
By Kari Fletcher

Parents with children who have
neurological differences have to
PRE THINK AND EDUCATE EVERYONE WHO
comes into contact with their child.
7E KNOW THAT WE CANNOT CHANGE
behaviors that are caused by organic
BRAIN DAMAGE 7HEN THINGS ARE NOT
working, we have learned to change
the environment or circumstances to
help our child manage. Fighting with
a child with FASD only makes him or
her dig in deeper and resist.
7E DO OUR BEST TO lND
professionals who understand our

child’s neurological differences. If
we can’t, we work hard to educate
and provide support for both the
professional and our child.
7E KEEP A TIGHT ROUTINE IN OUR
home. Random appointments are
a transition from our normally
STRUCTURED DAY 4HIS MEANS WE TELL
our children that the appointment
is a normal, routine thing to do
and that people go to the dentist
to be healthy and we must do this
a few times a year. Sometimes,
we explain, we have to do it more

often when there is a problem so
we can get healthy.
7E PROVIDE GENTLE CUES TO
our children with hand gestures,
pictures, and simple verbal
COMMANDS 7E ARE HAPPY TO TEACH
professionals about the cueing that
our children understand.
Some of our children are overly
sensitive to pain and others do
not feel it. My friend’s son pulled
out his healthy solid baby teeth
TO GET MONEY FROM THE 4OOTH
Fairy. He had heard in school that

other children got money under
their pillow. He told his mom
THAT hPULLING HIS TEETH DIDNT HURT
ONE BITv
Remember, ultimately we’re on
the same side—we both want the
CHILD TO BE HEALTHY 4HE CHILD WANTS
to feel good and be able to have a
happy life.
Kari Fletcher is the regional
resource coordinator, southern
Minnesota, Minnesota Organization
on Fetal Alcohol.
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¥  3USAN !STLEY 5NIVERSITY OF 7ASHINGTON

The FAS facial phenotype is characterized by the following three minor facial
anomalies: (1) palpebral fissure length 2 or more stand deviations below the mean;
(2) smooth philtrum (Rank 4 or 5 on the Lip-Philtrum Guide); and (3) a thin upper lip
(Rank 4 or 5 on the Lip-Philtrum Guide). Examples of the Rank 4 FAS facial phenotype
for Caucasian, Native-American, and African-American children are shown.
drinkers. According to the NOFAS, FASD
affects an estimated 40,000 infants each
year in the United States—more than
spina bifida, Down syndrome, and muscular dystrophy combined.
An epidemiological review published
in 2009 (Developmental Disabilities
Research Reviews) focused on data produced from in-school studies on FASD
in the United States, South Africa, and
Italy, which contrasts with three more
widely used prevalence-related methods. The authors concluded from the
data that FAS and other FASD are more
prevalent in school populations, and
thus in the general population, than
previously estimated.
The authors believe that the
prevalence of FAS in typical mixed-
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racial and mixed-socioeconomic
populations in the United States is at
least 2–7 per 1,000. When all levels
of FASD are taken into account, the
authors estimated that the prevalence
in younger school populations may
be as high as 2–5 percent in the
United States and some western
European countries. In the United
States, this could amount to one child
in every class, says Ajeet Charate,
FASD program director for Trinity
Services, Inc., which administers the
NOFAS Illinois.
“If this is true, then FASD presents
a larger public health problem than
most researchers have estimated in
the past,” writes principal investigator
Philip A. May, PhD, an epidemiologist

and faculty member at the University
of New Mexico, in the September
2009 edition of Developmental
Disabilities Research Review. “The
problems of FASD require immediate attention and emphasis from the
public health, obstetric, pediatric, and
educational communities.”
Kathy Mitchell believes that this
new research, which was conducted
over a five-year period, is more representative of the actual prevalence
of FAS and FASD because in the past,
the federal government relied more
on birth data registers and information coming out of diagnostic clinics
that didn’t capture the “true numbers.” She also notes, however, that
the study didn’t involve children who
could be considered FAE because
the schoolchildren included in the
sample had to meet at least some of
the physical criteria for measurable
growth inhibition.

Clinical findings and
characteristics

Many patients with FASD have certain orofacial characteristics that can
help lead to an accurate diagnosis,
an important factor because other
manifestations of FASD, particularly
behavioral ones, overlap with those
for many other distinct conditions
such as attention deficit disorder/
attention deficit hyperactivity disorder
(ADD/ADHD), autism, and depression.
“Diagnosis of FAS is very complicated
and takes a team of skilled professionals,” says Dr. Grinter. “Dentists are in
a unique position in the community
in that they see patients on a more frequent basis than a typical physician.
Dentists should learn to look for obvious facial signs of FAS.”
According to the NOFAS and other
experts, those signs include small palpebral fissures; “railroad track” ears;
a thin upper lip; a smooth (indistinct)
philtrum; a flat nasal bridge; epicanthal folds; an upturned nose; and
distance between the upper and lower
eyelids (see images, at left). If a dentist
notices these signs and the patient is
not formally diagnosed, the dentist
should consult with the family physician before any treatment is provided,

h$ENTISTS ARE IN A UNIQUE POSITION IN
the community in that they see patients
ON A MORE FREQUENT BASIS THAN A TYPICAL
physician. Dentists should learn to look
FOR OBVIOUS FACIAL SIGNS OF &!3v
as well as pursuing “the need to report the findings along
with the physician to their state child welfare services, as
dentists are typically mandated reporters in most states,”
Dr. Grinter says.
Other classic symptoms include documented growth
deficits, documented central nervous system (CNS) abnormalities, developmental delay, intellectual impairment,
microcephaly, and microphthalmia. Many patients with
FASD, such as those with FAE, do not exhibit the orofacial
signs, which explains why FASD is sometimes referred to
as the “invisible disorder.” Many also have higher IQs and
therefore appear to function at higher levels, which hides
their disability, says Mr. Charate.
“The majority of children with FASD are diagnosed well
after birth,” he says. “Most are six to eight years old when
symptoms manifest—and nobody can figure out what’s
going on. Most are children of foster or adoptive parents
trying to find out what’s wrong and, when they start digging, they find out that their children may have come from
a birth mother in a country where alcohol use is high.
Since the disorder includes children who don’t have the
physical characteristics, it’s challenging. The child’s day-today performance is uneven. There are days in which they
behave normally in terms of their age, but most days they
may be performing at half their age level. A 14-year-old
might be functioning at a normal 8-year-old’s capacity.”
Kate Johnson*, a suburban Chicago parent of an adoptive
child with FASD, is familiar with most of what Mr. Charate
says. She adopted her daughter, Courtney*, from Russia
in 2002. She had no classic signs of FASD, and the adoption agency, Mrs. Johnson says, turned out to be “less than
forthcoming” about her child’s medical history. During the
first year, there were mostly medical problems. Once Mrs.
Johnson and her husband had a handle on those issues,
“all the behavioral stuff” rose to the surface, she says. “It
turned out that Courtney had no attention span, couldn’t
socialize with other children at day care, and was disproportionately aggressive toward them. She was even biting
some of them. Before long, the day care’s administrators
got fed up and asked us to leave.”
Frustrated and confused as Courtney’s behavioral problems worsened, the Johnsons took her to a specialty clinic
in Washington, D.C., similar to what Kathy Mitchell did
with her daughter many years before. The physician who
* Pseudonym
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diagnosed Courtney told the Johnsons
that, based solely on a video of their
daughter, “a first-year medical student could have diagnosed her [with
FASD].”
In the past year, Courtney has been
hospitalized four times for various illnesses. The Johnsons also learned that
Courtney had a stroke at birth.
Despite the obvious errors, conscious or otherwise, that were made in
Courtney’s adoption process and her
continued behavioral challenges, the
Johnsons have found a dental home
for their daughter. And, like most
parents of children with FASD, Mrs.
Johnson says, “She’s a really neat kid,
very loving, and has great qualities”
that balance her parents’ frustrations.
“It’s trial and error with dentists,”
she says. “It comes down to finding
somebody your child can trust. The

first time we saw him, he pulled up
a chair and talked to her for a while;
and you could see that she felt very
welcomed. After two or three visits, I
could sit in the waiting room during
her appointment; and she felt great
that she could do it by herself.”
Finding a dentist who was
able to successfully interact with
and treat her child was no small
accomplishment for Mrs. Johnson.
“I’m on a [FASD] list serve, and
once a week the question will pop
up: ‘Does anybody out there have a
good dentist?’”
Academy of General Dentistry
(AGD) member Jon L. Hardinger,
DDS, MAGD, of Mason City, Iowa,
has achieved the AGD’s Mastership
award through continuing education.
Still, even as an educated dentist, it’s
noteworthy that he admits to a lack of

knowledge of FASD and the lifelong
problems it carries.
“I was unaware of my own ignorance of the problem—I did not know
about FAS until recently,” he says.
“I only learned about FAS through
Internet resources. The photos I saw
there were a help to me in seeing
the orofacial signs, which help me to
screen a patient. My treatment experience with FASD began by being more
aware of the symptoms and asking
the mother of a foster child if her son
had FAS.”
Dr. Hardinger learned quickly that
the patient was different from other
teenagers. Although the boy attended
regular classes in school, his mother
acknowledged that he didn’t always
do well. She said that he often would
act as if “he had ants in his pants” and
sometimes exhibited bad judgment,

TREATING THE FASD PATIENT
Because the extent of developmental delay, physical abnormalities, and intel
LECTUAL ABILITY VARIES FROM PATIENT TO PATIENT EACH ONE REQUIRES INDIVIDUALIZED
AND SPECIlC CARE 3OME PATIENTS MAY REQUIRE SEDATION GENERAL ANESTHESIA
and a referral if they need a lot of work or are very young, chronologically or
developmentally, and unable to cooperate with or withstand treatment.
Oral challenges in patients with FASD can include soft enamel; rampant
caries; mouth breathing caused by facial deformities, which leads to dry
MOUTH POOR TONGUE THRUSTING TEMPOROMANDIBULAR JOINT 4-* DISORDERS
CLEFT LIPPALATE MALOCCLUSION AND MAXILLARY OVERJET 4OOTH ERUPTION IN
children with FASD often comes very late. Again, the extent and level of
orofacial abnormalities run a wide range and are highly individualized.
3YSTEMIC ABNORMALITIES SUCH AS HEART DEFECTS ALSO REQUIRE THAT DENTISTS BE
fully aware of the patient’s medical history, contraindications for certain
medications, and all abnormalities that come into play during treatment.
h-OST OFTEN HOWEVER &!3$ PATIENTS JUST NEED A LITTLE EXTRA TIME AND
PATIENCE v SAYS *ASON 'RINTER $$3 DIRECTOR OF SPECIAL PATIENT CARE AT
)LLINOIS -ASONIC -EDICAL #ENTER IN #HICAGO h!NY OFlCE THAT IS USED TO
working with pediatric patients or patients with disabilities should have no
PROBLEM TREATING A &!3$ PATIENT 4HE BIGGEST PREDICTOR ) lND IN WHETHER A
patient can be treated in a typical office setting is whether the dentist feels
comfortable and has experience in understanding the challenges an FASD
PATIENT MAY POSE SUCH AS BEHAVIORAL BARRIERS THAT LIMIT COOPERATIONv 4HESE
barriers can include lower than normal levels of memory, language, atten
TION REACTION TIME VISUALSPATIAL ABILITIES EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONING MANAGING
ONES SELF AND ONES RESOURCES TO ACHIEVE A GOAL lNE AND GROSS MOTOR
skills, and social and adaptive functioning, according to a FAS review paper
in Orthodontial Craniofacial Research  
! TENDENCY TOWARD SENSORY ABNORMALITY KNOWN AS hSENSORY INTEGRATION
DISORDER v ALSO CAN MAKE PATIENTS WITH &!3$ HYPO OR HYPER RESPONSIVE TO
light, sound, and other types of stimuli. For instance, these patients can be
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resistant to having their teeth brushed, meaning that the parent, guardian,
AND DENTAL STAFF hNEED TO BE EXTREMELY DILIGENT AND EXTREMELY DEDICATED TO
ASSISTING THE PATIENT WITH HIS OR HER ORAL HYGIENE v $R 'RINTER SAYS
He adds that the biggest predictors of oral problems in patients with FASD
are lifestyle choices often passed on from generation to generation, such as
poor oral hygiene and a diet high in sugar. He also notes that patients with
FASD are often in foster care and therefore are insured through a state Med
ICAID PROGRAM 4HIS CAN BE A HUGE BARRIER TO NEEDED CARE AS MANY DENTISTS
are unable to accept Medicaid patients because of low reimbursement rates.
'ENERAL DENTISTS HOWEVER LIKELY WILL ALSO SEE PATIENTS WITH &!3$ WHO
have been adopted or are still with their birth mothers, as in the case of
Karli Schrider. In these instances, being thoughtful and prepared can make
treating a patient with FAS mutually rewarding and less difficult than most
dentists would believe.
3TEPHANIE -IHALAS 0H$ A CHILD AND ADOLESCENT PSYCHOLOGIST IN ,OS
!NGELES #ALIF AND AN ADJUNCT PROFESSOR AT 0EPPERDINE 5NIVERSITY WHO
HAS CONSULTED ON &!3$ IN VARIOUS SETTINGS SUGGESTS THAT DENTISTS ACQUAINT
themselves with the variety of behavioral symptoms that can arise. Patients
WITH &!3$ FOR INSTANCE MAY SEEM DISTANT AND INATTENTIVE AT lRST 4HAT MAY
BE TRUE BUT ITS NOT WILLFUL SHE SAYS 4HEY MAY MAKE FUNNY SOUNDS OR MAY
BE STILL PLAYING WITH A DOLL AT AGE  ONE THAT THEY INSIST ON HOLDING 4HEY
CAN EVEN BE VERY hCLINGYv WITH THE DENTIST $R -IHALAS SAYS WHICH THE
DENTIST MIGHT lND STRANGE AND OFF PUTTING IF HE OR SHE DOESNT UNDERSTAND
that patients with FASD do that simply as a result of emotional immaturity
and a need to be comforted. For those reason and others, she says, it’s
important for dentists treating patients with FASD not to overreact, as this
can create a counterproductive behavioral cascade in the patient.
3INCE PATIENTS WITH &!3$ ALSO MAY EXHIBIT SHORT TERM MEMORY DElCITS
THE DENTIST MAY BECOME FRUSTRATED THAT EVERYTHING HE OR SHE JUST SAID ABOUT
WHATS GOING TO BE DONE THAT DAY IS QUICKLY FORGOTTEN /NE WAY TO HELP THE

As part of the health care team, dentists should
know what to look for when treating FASD patients
and they should help other health care professionals
to diagnose patients early on.
another common trait of FASD. The
boy’s mother also noted that he had
a tendency to forget repeated advice,
such as reminders to brush his teeth
every day. “He has had problems
with his orthodontic treatment and,
despite the abnormalities that led to
the braces, he still sucks his thumb at
age 16,” she says.
Due to the behavioral issues tied to
FASD, “there are things he just doesn’t
understand,” she says. “The day-today challenges are behavioral, things

like getting up in the morning, brushing his teeth, eating, and so forth.
They’re just things that he doesn’t
consider to be important. What’s
important to him are things most
of us take for granted, like family.
People are very important to him.”
Dr. Hardinger says that his eyes
have been opened to the possibilities
for children with FASD, particularly
with early intervention. Learning
about FASD and its effects is
extremely important for general

patient follow the treatment from beginning to end is the use of picture
CUES 4HESE CUES HAVE NO WORDS AND ARE USUALLY LAMINATED AND OUTlTTED WITH
6ELCRO®, which allows them to be attached close to the patient and an assis
TANT WHO CAN CHANGE THEM EASILY AND AVOID INTERRUPTING THE TREATMENT mOW
Cues can keep patients with FASD calm when they become overwhelmed but
can’t process or remember verbal explanations, Dr. Mihalas says.
Patients with FASD also tend to have a poor sense of time and may
CONSTANTLY ASK THE OFlCE STAFF h(OW MUCH LONGERv OR START lDGETING $R
Mihalas says that various instruments can help patients with FASD keep
track of time in a manner that they can understand. In other words, a
standard clock won’t work. Instead, use a special clock or a timer that can
be set for five minutes, the time it will take for one segment of the treat
ment. In addition, Dr. Mihalas suggests using a chart that documents each
successful interval, maybe with a smiley face sticker, so that patients know
THEY ARE EARNING SOMETHING 4HIS CAN HELP THEM TO MAINTAIN THEIR MOTIVA
tion through the usual distractions. In the end, earning enough stickers for
a stuffed, plush tooth could be all the motivation the patient needs to get
through the treatment.
Showing versus telling also works. For instance, show the patient
the instruments that will be used and let him or her touch them. Other
solutions for behavioral challenges include buying some funky sunglasses
EG PINK TIGER STRIPED OR CARTOON CHARACTER THEMED AND LETTING THE
patient choose which ones he or she wants to wear. Sometimes a relaxation
bag placed over the eyes can help, but a patient with FASD might tire of it
QUICKLY 9OU MAY HAVE TO SWITCH BACK AND FORTH BETWEEN SUNGLASSES AND THE
relaxation bag during a single visit.
,IZ +ULP  A PATIENT WITH &!3$ WHO HAS WRITTEN TWO AWARD WINNING
BOOKS TO HELP FAMILIES DEAL WITH THE CONDITION SAYS THAT SHE IS hSTILL DEALING
with dental issues and change is a really hard thing. Not having a body
;THAT WORKS LIKE EVERYONE ELSES= IS FULL OF SURPRISES /N MY TWENTY FOURTH

dentists, Dr. Hardinger says. As part
of the health care team, dentists
should know what to look for
when treating FASD patients and
they should help other health care
professionals to diagnose patients
early on. Equally as important is
for dentists to know how to interact
with patients with FASD, which isn’t
always easy. But as the parents and
loved ones of people with FASD say,
once you make that connection, you’ll
have a patient for life. !
Rick Asa regularly contributes to !'$ )MPACT
-R !SA LIVES IN 7ESTMONT )LL AND HAS BEEN
A FULL TIME FREELANCER FOR  YEARS 0RIOR TO
freelancing, he was national media manager
for the American Dental Association, a
SCIENCE EDITOR AND A NEWSPAPER REPORTER 4O
COMMENT ON THIS ARTICLE SEND AN E MAIL TO
impact@agd.org.

birthday I [was] in the dental chair getting a wisdom tooth taken out
that had what the dentist called ‘stringy roots.’ I hoped not to get a dry
socket—but I did—and then not to get infected—which I did—and then
not to get side effects from the antibiotic—which I did … then because
of the side effects, I lost potassium; and because of that, it took another
month to get healthy again. It’s frustrating to deal with issues than can spin
ME AND EVERYONE ELSE OUT OF CONTROL 4HANK 'OD ) HAVE A GOOD DENTIST WHO
has taken the time to get to know me and care about my needs. Sometimes
) THINK ) MUST DRIVE HIM CRAZYv
Ms. Kulp implores dentists to consider the following based on her own
experience: In addition to sights and sounds, smells, touch, and space can
BE ISSUES FOR HER 3O SHE ASKS LET HER CHOOSE THE mAVOR OF THE TOOTHPASTE
SHE WILL USE GIVE HER MORE ANESTHETIC TO HELP WITH THE hTOUCH SENSITIVITY v
AND REMEMBER THAT DENTAL WORK INVOLVES hBEING IN MY SPACE SO ) MAY NEED
A TIME OUT TO REGROUPv
h$ONT JUST TELL ME WHAT TO DO FOR AFTERCARE GIVE ME A LIST OF THREE
important points in simple language: one, things to do; two, what to expect
THATS NORMAL AND THREE A NUMBER TO CALL FOR HELP 4EACHING ME TO DO
SOMETHING NEEDS TO BE A HANDS ON EXPERIENCE 3HOW ME AND DONT TALK
4ALK AND DONT SHOW AND THEN LET ME TRY IT v -S +ULP SAYS
-S +ULPS MOTHER *ODEE ADDS h"RAIDING A DENTAL RELATIONSHIP INTO A
YOUNG CHILDS LIFE CAN PROVIDE CONSISTENCY THROUGH ADULTHOOD 3ETTING A QUAL
ity dental routine of cleanings and dental care provides structure in a person’s
life. Changes in relationships and routines can upset an FASD patient’s day
AND CREATE HAVOC BOTH PRE APPOINTMENT AND POST APPOINTMENTv
If you want to get involved with FASD or other types of special needs
PATIENTS $R 'RINTER SUGGESTS THAT YOU hSTART SMALL AND SEE IF YOU LIKE IT
4REAT MORE STRAIGHTFORWARD PATIENTS lRST BUILD YOUR CONlDENCE AND SKILLS
and soon you’ll develop a reputation in the community as a caring and
COMPASSIONATE DENTISTv
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